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1 INTRODUCTION

Melinda Lamberty conducted this survey with the assistance of mother-tongue Mofu speakers Alioum
Bayo Mana and Galla Goleved in the Mokolo Subdivision of the Far North Province of Cameroon
between February 15–20, 2001.

I am grateful to the District Officer of Mokolo Subdivision, the Lawan of Tchouvok, the leaders of
Makelek village, the people of Tchouvok and Makelek villages, Alioum Bayo Mana, Galla Goleved,
and Ken and Judy Hollingsworth for making this survey possible.

1.1 Background
Previously Lawrence Seguin, Bradley Harvey, and Tammie Harvey conducted a rapid appraisal (RA)
survey of Tchouvok village (Seguin 1992). They found Cuvok to be a vital and homogenous
language. They recommended further studies of Mofu bilingualism before developing Cuvok into
written form because of extensive contacts with Mofu speakers.

1.2 Terminology and Classification
 Grimes has this to say in the 14th edition of the Ethnologue:

CUVOK (TCHOUVOK) [CUV]
5,000 or fewer (1983 ALCAM). In and around Tchouvok, Matakam South Canton, near Zamay, Mokolo
Subdivision, Maya-Tsanaga Division, Far North Province. Linguistic affiliation: Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Biu-
Mandara, A, A5. There is interpretation from Fulfulde into Cuvok in churches. Limited use of Fulfulde with
outsiders and French by the few who have gone to school. Most do not know nearby languages well (Mefele, Mofu
South, Mafa). Cuvok used in home, village, and market. Investigation needed: bilingual proficiency in Mofu.  (B.
Grimes 2000:34).

The Atlas linguistique du Cameroun (ALCAM) identifies Cuvok as a language of Cameroon and gives
it the number [181] (Dieu and Renaud 1983). The ALCAM states that Cuvok is as close to Mefele
(especially Muhura) [182] as it is to Mofu-Nord [173] and Mofu-Sud [174]. “Tchouvok” is the
administrative spelling.

1.3 Population and Location

Figure 1: Cuvok and Neighbouring Languages.
(Dieu and Renaud 1983:389, modified.)
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According to census figures, the population for the Cuvok area is probably around 6,800 (Demo
1987). This is a projected figure for the year 2001, derived from the 1987 census figures for the
Cuvok villages of Tchouvouk (3,942) and Moudal (645), which are the only two Cuvok villages
listed. The Census Bureau has calculated that there was a 2.9% annual increase in population from the
1976 census to 1987 census. Thus the projected census figure of 6,800 for Cuvok is based on the same
increase per year over a period of fourteen years to 2001. In addition, thirteen other Cuvok villages
are not delineated in the official census data for Mayo-Tsanaga Division (see the following table for
village names). So, assuming that these people were counted, they must have been included in the
figure for Tchouvok village. If not, the population of Cuvok is actually significantly greater than the
census projection of 6,800. We will assume the Cuvok population to be between seven thousand and
ten thousand.

Of the fifteen Cuvok villages, four are reportedly pure Cuvok villages. These are: Makelek, Bilyak,
Gadaka, and Maram. Three Cuvok villages have a number of Mafa residents: Mazanday,
Ngwamezek, and Zemndek. There are significant Mofu populations in five Cuvok villages: Medere,
Moudal, Matarao, Kokom, and Materpats. The Cuvok people of Materpats, in particular, are said to
speak Mofu well. The village of Gagala is a mixture of Cuvok, Mofu, and Mafa peoples.

Table 1: Cuvok Population Figures

Village Name Demographics 1987 Census* 2001 Census
Projection**

Tchouvouk/
Tchouvok

Much contact with
Mofu, probably

mixed population

3,942 5,880

Makélék Pure Cuvok --- ---
Bilyak Pure Cuvok --- ---
Gadaka Pure Cuvok --- ---
Maram Pure Cuvok --- ---
Médéré Mixed with Mofu --- ---
Materpats Mixed with Mofu,

speak Mofu well
--- ---

Moudal Mixed with Mofu 645 960
Matarao Mixed with Mofu --- ---
Kokom Mixed with Mofu --- ---
Gagala Mixed with Mofu

and Mafa
--- ---

Mazanday Mixed with Mafa --- ---
Zemndek Mixed with Mafa --- ---
Materguil Mixed --- ---
Ngwamezek Mixed --- ---

TOTAL
(figures

include all
ethnic groups)

15 villages 4,587 6,840

*See Demo 1987.

**Projected figures are based on the Census bureau's calculation that there was 2.9% annual increase in
population from the 1976 census to 1987 census. This figure assumes the same increase per year over
fourteen years to 2001. There is no way of knowing if there has been significant immigration or emigration
of the speech communities since 1987. Also, these figures do not include populations speaking the
language outside of the village (in cities).
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Figure 2: Map of Cuvok Villages.

1.4 Livelihood
The Cuvok people are agriculturists. Their main crops are cotton, millet, peanuts, and beans. A few
people sell baskets designed for transporting millet.

1.5 Religion
The Cuvok people say that they are very tolerant of all religions and that everybody gets along. There
are three mosques in Cuvok. More than half of the Cuvok people are reportedly Animists. A few
individuals in Cuvok are known to be Jehovah’s Witnesses. There are Christian churches in most of
the Cuvok villages.

1.6 History
Elders in the Cuvok village of Makelek say that during the period of war all of the Cuvok people
came down into Cameroon from Mogode Mountain, which stands on the border between Cameroon
and Nigeria directly to the west of Cuvok. Traditionally, Makelek and Bilyak are the center of Cuvok.
The clan expanded outward from there. Interviewees in Tchouvok village say the Cuvok people were
the first to arrive in the region; all of the neighbouring language groups arrived later.

2 PURPOSE AND APPROACH

2.1 Purpose of the Survey
This survey’s primary purpose was to quantify the degree to which Cuvok speakers comprehend the
Mofu-Sud language. This is based on the recommendation of the previous survey, which raised the
question of Mofu bilingualism. Do the Cuvok people understand Mofu-Sud well enough to benefit
from Mofu literacy and the Mofu Scriptures that are currently being translated? Are Cuvok speakers
proficient in Mofu-Sud to the degree that developing Cuvok would not be necessary? (This survey
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tested for comprehension of Mofu rather than for the ability to speak it because comprehension is an
essential element of bilingualism; people’s ability to speak an unwritten language never exceeds their
comprehension of that language.) Secondary goals of this survey were to conduct a rapid appraisal
interview in a more remote Cuvok village and to compare word lists from two Cuvok villages to lend
proof to the supposition that the language is homogenous.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Dialect Intelligibility Testing
2.2.1.1 Data Collection
To determine how well Cuvok speakers understand Mofu-Sud, we employed the recorded text testing
(RTT) method, as described by Eugene Casad (1974). In this method, the researchers make test tapes
of each speech form. First they record a short, 2–3 minute anecdotal story in the speech form being
tested. The story must be told by a mother-tongue speaker of the language. Next they construct
questions for measuring comprehension and record them in the language of the speakers to be tested.
Then they insert them into the story. The researcher administering the test screens the potential test-
takers based on the following information: place of birth, language(s) spoken in the home, mother’s
language, father’s language, number of years lived outside of the village, and extent of travel.

The Mofu-Sud RTT tape was created in the Mofu village of Mokong. A mother-tongue Mofu-Sud
speaker recorded a two-minute text in his dialect, Mokong, which is widely understood by Mofu-Sud
speakers. Then we designed twelve questions for this text, and a Mofu woman recorded them. After
having interspersed these questions within the text, we played the tape for eleven other Mofu
individuals. Each person listened to it and answered the questions to verify the quality of the text for
use as a testing tool. This is called “hometown testing.” The two most frequently missed questions
were omitted, leaving ten valid questions. The average score for these eleven Mofu-Sud speakers was
ninety-seven percent, showing this text to be a satisfactory testing tool. The results for Cuvok test-
takers are reported in section 3.2 and in appendix 6.

A Cuvok practice RTT tape acquainted test-takers with the question/answer method of testing. This
tape was about one and a half minutes long and was structured just like the Mofu test tape: ten
segments of text, each followed by an applicable content question. Because this recording was not
intended for use as an actual RTT, we did not take the time to calibrate it (removing poor quality
questions based on responses of a Cuvok hometown panel). For this reason, scores on the practice test
are not to be compared directly with scores on the actual RTT. Any test-taker who scored lower than
seventy-five percent on the Cuvok practice test was not considered eligible for the Mofu-Sud test
because there might be other variables interfering with the person’s performance (e.g., nervousness,
hearing impairment, distractions, etc.).

2.2.1.2 Interpretation of RTT Results
In evaluating the significance of RTT scores, we will consider the mean (or average) and the standard
deviation. The average is found by combining all of the scores from a given testing location and
dividing the total by the number of scores. The standard deviation is the average individual variance
from that group mean.

The distance between individual scores would be minimal in a case of inherent intelligibility and
maximal in a case of bilingualism. Barbara Grimes defines the threshold for standard deviation of
RTT scores as fifteen percent; a standard deviation greater than this probably indicates bilingualism
(1987:50). Put another way, such a widespread distribution of scores is likely attributed to the
variation from one individual to another in one’s exposure and opportunity to learn the language, a
phenomenon called acquired intelligibility. When one speech variety is highly similar to another,
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comprehension scores are usually more consistent from one individual to another and the standard
deviation is therefore lower, indicating inherent intelligibility.

In a discussion of the significance of intelligibility scores, Joseph Grimes (1995) asserts that a
threshold of eighty-five percent comprehension is needed before any two speech varieties can be
considered varieties of a single language; a mean score between 70–85% indicates that
comprehension is marginal.

At threshold levels high enough to guarantee good communication from the central dialect to its periphery (usually
eighty-five percent or above), it is reasonable to speak of the dialect cluster as a single LANGUAGE from the
linguistic point of view. Speech varieties that come together at only seventy percent or below are too distinct to
qualify as the same language. In between, 70% to 85%, is an area of MARGINAL intelligibility where some
communication is satisfactory, and some is not. The threshold depends on the risk associated with not
communicating well; the final criteria are not purely linguistic. (J. Grimes 1995:22)

A high percentage of comprehension and a low standard deviation (below fifteen percent) are
indicative of potential inclusion in a single language development project if group attitudes are also
positive. When the percentage of comprehension falls within the critical range, then standard
deviation and sociological factors become important considerations for determining a language’s
potential for being grouped with the language of the RTT. To examine the sociolinguistic factors, we
employ the method explained in the next section.

2.2.2 Group and Individual Interviews
The sociolinguistic research approach called the “rapid appraisal” (RA) method utilises group and
individual interview questionnaires (see Bergman 1991 and Stalder 1996). (Individual and group
questionnaire forms can be found in the appendices A–C.) This method provides a general idea of the
linguistic situation of the speech varieties being studied. Informant responses reveal the patterns of
contact with other language groups and degree of multilingualism.

An understanding of a language’s vitality and viability is valuable for determining the potential
success of a development programme. Translated books in the mother tongue would be unnecessary if
sociolinguistic factors indicate that the language is falling into disuse. The RA method produces an
assessment of attitudes held by the community (including local community leaders, religious leaders,
and teachers) toward the possibility and value of a language development project.

For this survey, one RA group interview was conducted in the Cuvok village of Makelek. The group
was made up of about forty men who have lived in the community for most or all of their lives. The
village schoolteacher was also interviewed individually. While in the village of Tchouvok, a few
select questions were directed to the Lawan and other village leaders to verify whether language
attitudes had shifted in the eight years since the last survey and also to gather demographic
information such as the number of schools and churches in Cuvok.

2.2.3 Word Lists
Word list comparison is essential for determining the significance of dialectal differences. For this
survey, Alioum Bayo Mana directed the collecting of a 120-item word list in the Cuvok villages of
Tchouvok and Makelek. We compared these two lists with each other and also with a list from the
Mokong dialect of Mofu-Sud to obtain percentages of apparent cognates between them.

The accuracy of lexical similarity percentages is affected by a variety of factors, such as: (1) how well
the items on a particular word list represent a cross-section of the basic vocabulary, (2) differing word
choice (synonyms) between individual speakers of the language, (3) variation in the way different
linguists compare the same set of data, and (4) basic errors in phonetic transcription, comparing,
counting, and calculating. Gary Simons (1989) outlines a method for determining the statistical range
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of error for lexical similarity that we will apply to these data. He explains the implications of the
range of error as follows:

Since a lexicostatistic percentage is at best the estimate of a range, the question of significant difference
becomes important. The fact that two cognate percentages are different numbers does not necessarily
mean that they represent different degrees of relationship. Because each cognate percentage indicates a
range rather than a specific value, the ranges of two different cognate percentages may overlap. If the
amount of overlap is great enough, we cannot say with confidence that the two different percentages
represent different degrees of relationship. (1989:3.3.1)

2.3 How the Data Was Gathered
This survey began with a visit to the District Officer of Mokolo Subdivision in Mokolo to obtain his
permission to carry out the research within his jurisdiction. Ken Hollingsworth, SIL translator for the
Mofu-Sud language project, made the introductions. He also presented the team to the Laamido (head
chief for the area) in Mokong. Finally, the team visited the Lawan (chief) at Tchouvok. The team
traveled by motorbike and on foot; these villages are not easily accessible by vehicle. Makelek is
about a 45-minute walk uphill from Zamay.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Dialect Situation

3.1.1 Variation within Cuvok
A comparison of word lists from the villages of Tchouvok and Makelek reveal that the Cuvok
language is definitely homogeneous, without dialects. These lists share ninety-nine percent apparent
cognates. There are some differences in pronunciation and in word preference between speakers from
the two locations, but these do not impede intercomprehension.

3.1.2 Lexical Comparison with Mofu-Sud
Cuvok and Mofu-Sud share approximately sixty-five percent apparent cognates, according to the
word lists collected during this survey. Using Gary Simons’ tables of significance at a confidence
level of .10 (for an “Average survey situation, good bilingual informants”) to determine a range of
error, it would be accurate to say that the apparent cognicity of these two lists lies between 56–74%
(1989:22). A confidence level of .10 means that there is a ten percent chance that the actual figure
falls outside of the given range of error; thus there is a ninety percent chance that the actual figure lies
within this range.

3.2 Multilingualism

3.2.1 Languages Linguistically Close

3.2.1.1 Comprehension of Mofu-Sud
The results of the Mofu-Sud RTT yield a low mean score (fifty-seven percent) and a high standard
deviation (thirty-six percent). Even the adults’ mean score fell within the “marginal comprehension”
range of 70–85% defined by J. Grimes (1995:22). In the village of Tchouvok, where Cuvok speakers
have more contact with Mofu speakers, test-takers had a mean score of eighty-three percent and a
standard deviation of eighteen percent. The village of Makelek is geographically further removed
from Mofu, and RTT scores are reflective of this distance. Their mean score was 28% (s.d. 31%).
Clearly, the Cuvok people as a whole are not proficient in the Mofu-Sud language. All means and
standard deviations in the following table are given in percentages (%).
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Table 2: Mean RTT Scores by Demographic Category

Youth: up to age 20 Adult: age 21 and over Age groups combined

Female
Sample size: 5
Mean: 33
*s.d. (internal): 36
**s.d. (overall): 44

Sample size: 2
Mean: 80
s.d. (internal): 21
s.d. (overall): 39

Sample size: 7
Mean: 46
s.d. (internal): 38
s.d. (overall): 40

Male
Sample size: 4
Mean: 45
s.d. (internal): 52
s.d. (overall): 50

Sample size: 6
Mean: 78
s.d. (internal): 20
s.d. (overall): 28

Sample size: 10
Mean: 65
s.d. (internal): 38
s.d. (overall): 35

Both
genders
combined

Sample size: 9
Mean: 38
s.d. (internal): 41
s.d. (overall): 44

Sample size: 8
Mean: 78
s.d. (internal): 19
s.d. (overall): 28

WHOLE
POPULATION
Sample size: 17
Mean: 57
s.d: 36

*Internal standard deviation in this table refers to the standard deviation of each score in this age/gender category from
the mean score of that same category. This shows to what degree individuals within the age/gender category vary from
one another on their comprehension of Mofu.
**Overall standard deviation in this table refers to the standard deviation of each score in this age/gender category from
the mean score of the total population. This reveals the degree to which comprehension of Mofu varies from one
age/gender category to another.

3.2.1.2 Self-Reported Intercomprehension
Interviewees of Makelek village said that their language greatly resembles Mefele, especially its Serek
and Muhura dialects. They say that this is almost the same language as Cuvok, but even so,
intercomprehension is so low that to communicate between them they must both speak Fulfulde.
Reportedly, Cuvok speakers understand none of the neighbouring languages (Mofu-Sud, Mafa,
Gadala, Gavar, and Hina).

3.2.2 Languages of Wider Communication
Fulfulde is the dominant language of wider communication (LWC); French is secondary. Children at
Makelek do not learn Fulfulde until about age 12. Participants in the group interview demonstrated
that their mastery of Fulfulde greatly surpasses that of French. During the interview every question
had to be translated from French into Fulfulde, and of the forty men present, only the schoolteacher
gave any reply in French.

3.3 Language Vitality and Viability

3.3.1 Languages Used at Home, with Friends, and at Work
The mother tongue is vital in all domestic domains. It is the language of choice in the home, with
friends, and in the fields. Children also speak it among themselves.
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3.3.2 Languages Used in Public
At the local markets, such as Sulede, Zamay, Mokong, and Savongeri, Cuvok people speak Cuvok
among themselves. They speak Fulfulde to all other people because the neighbouring groups have not
learned Cuvok.

3.3.3 Languages Used at School
School is taught in the French language. Teachers who are Cuvok speakers sometimes use Cuvok to
explain when students have not understood in French. The teacher at Makelek does not use any
Fulfulde in school because the children neither speak it nor understand it. Children at recess speak
Cuvok and French to each other.

3.3.4 Languages Used at Church
The Catholic church in Makelek uses the Fulfulde and Cuvok languages. The Scripture reading is in
Fulfulde, with translation into Cuvok. The sermon is given the same way. Singing, prayers, and
announcements are in the mother tongue. Interviewees at Tchouvok village said that many churches
preach in Mofu and Mafa, but they did not specify which churches. Most likely, the churches
preaching in Mofu and Mafa are those located in mixed communities (Refer to section 1.3).

3.4 Language Attitudes and Development

3.4.1 Attitudes toward the Mother Tongue
Adults say that the young people are proud of their language and that they prefer it to any other
language. People do sometimes mix Fulfulde with the mother tongue. This they say is a very bad
thing because some Cuvok words could be forgotten as they fall from common usage. Makelek
residents say that Cuvok is spoken best at Makelek, Bilyak, and Gadaka. The individual schoolteacher
interviewed at Makelek said that although he sees mother-tongue literacy as a good thing, he would
not choose to use the mother tongue as the language of instruction in school. He would prefer to teach
only in an LWC (French, English, or Fulfulde).

3.4.2 Attitudes toward Other Languages
Both groups (Tchouvok and Makelek) said that the Cuvok language is their first choice of languages
to read and write. Second, third, and fourth choices at Tchouvok village were Fulfulde, Mofu, or Mafa
(equal), and French. Makelek people chose French as their second choice and Fulfulde as their third.
They stated that it would be unnecessary for them to read and write any of the neighbouring
languages.

3.4.3 Standardisation Efforts
Cuvok people continue to use the Catholic song and prayer book that was translated in 1984 using the
Fulfulde orthography. Residents of Makelek say that they want to see the Bible in their mother
tongue. They are willing to invest their time, money, and crops in the effort. The Protestant and
Catholic churches are working together on forming a Bible translation committee, but the individual
members of this committee have yet to be identified. There is an educated Cuvok individual living in
Yaoundé who has expressed interest in developing the Cuvok language.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Rapid appraisal interview findings from the village of Makelek confirm what previous research said
about the Cuvok sociolinguistic situation, that Cuvok is a vital and homogeneous language. Fulfulde,
while increasing in status as a regional language of wider communication, has not threatened the
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vitality of Cuvok. Word list comparison shows no significant dialectal variation within Cuvok.
Recorded text testing of the Mofu-Sud language among Cuvok speakers revealed that Cuvok speakers
do not understand Mofu-Sud well enough to derive any direct benefit from Mofu literacy or Bible
translation. Cuvok speakers are not proficient in any other language. The Cuvok people therefore have
need of a literacy and translation programme in their own language.

5 RECOMMENDATION
• Modify Ethnologue: Add: “Bilingual proficiency in Mofu-Sud is low.” Delete: “Investigation

needed: bilingual proficiency in Mofu.” Add population estimate: “7,000–10,000(2001 SIL).”
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Appendix A: Rapid Appraisal Interview

Interviewers: ________________________________________ Date: __________________
Notes prises par: ____________________________________ Heure: __________________
Autres chercheurs présents: _____________________________________________________

Nombre de personnes présentes: __________ H: ________  F: _________
Village (note on map): ______________________  Arrondissement: __________________
Population donnée: intérieure:__________ extérieure: ___________

DIALECTOLOGIE
- Nom du peuple:
- Nom du parler:
- Quelles sont les origines du peuple?

- Quels villages parlent votre patois (langue)?

- Nommer les villages où les habitants parlent… (Montrez une carte de la région.)
exactement dans la même façon
que vous.
avec quelques différences
d’accent ou de lexique.
différemment et la
compréhension est difficile
différemment et la com-
préhension est impossible.

Homogénéité de la communauté linguistique—cohésion sociale (Watters)
- Y a-t-il des villages qui sont coupés des autres, pendant la saison des pluies, de sorte qu’on ne peut pas y aller
au marché ou participer aux fêtes?                                                                 Oui/Non              Lesquels?

INTERCOMPREHENSION /MULTILINGUISME
- Quels villages autour de vous parlent une autre langue?

village 1 2 3 4
langue

village 5 6 7 8
langue

- Quand vous rencontrez quelqun qui parle X...
Langue/Variante de parler/
Façon de parler du village X

Vous
parlez?

Ils
parlent?

Lentement/
Normalement

On comprend à l’âge de
6 ans?

Un
peuple

?

Même
origines?

l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
l    n O/N
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- Laquelle de ces langues comprenez-vous le mieux ou le plus facilement?

      le moins?

VITALITE ET VIABILITE
Migration et intermariage
- Les gens d’ici se marient avec qui? (l’intermariage entre qui?)
_______________________________________

- quels groupes sont favorisés? _____________________________________
- réstrictions?

Jeunes:
-Les enfants vont-ils à l'école primaire?     tous / la plupart / quelques uns / très peu

-Il y a combien d’école primaire ici? Elles sont où?

-Les enfants vont-ils à l'école secondaire?     tous / la plupart / quelques uns / très peu
-Il y a combien d’école secondaire ici? Elles sont où?

- Y  a-t-il des enfants qui viennent de l'extérieur pour fréquenter l'école ici?
Est-ce qu'ils sont nombreux?

- Les jeunes qui ont terminé leurs études, préferent-ils rester en ville ou rentrer au village?
Pourquoi?

Présence au niveau local de notables âgés de 35 à 50 ans (Watters)
- Où habitent la plupart des notables du village? Dans la communauté / Ailleur
- Quel âge ont-ils approximativement?

Age du membre le plus jeun: Le plus agé:
- Y aura-t-il des gens pour prendre la relève des notables dans 50 ans?

Étrangers:
- Y a-t-il des étrangers qui viennent s'installer ici?    Oui/Non        Sont-ils nombreux?       Oui/Non
- D'ou viennent-ils?

- Pourquoi?

- S'ils restent dans votre village, quelle langue parlent-ils avec vous?

Utilisation des langues
Au village, quelles langues utilise-t-on le plus souvent:
Domestique LM Français Fulfulde
Au foyer
Entre amis (même âge)
Au champ
Au marché local
Au grand marché
Au centre de santé/clinique/dispensaire

École LM Français Fulfulde
Pendant la récréation
Les élèves en classe
Pour instruction
Pour explication
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Publique LM Français Fulfulde
Les Annonces

Les réunions locales (avec le chef)
Les réunions régionales (des chefs)
Cérémonies religieuses traditionelles

- Combien de personnes dans la communauté pratiquent les religions traditionelles?

- Quelles autres réligions existent dans ce village?

- Lequel d’entre ces groupes réligieux est le plus nombreux?

- Quelle langue est utilisée pour…
                    Noms d’Églises

Lecture biblique LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu

Chants LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu

Prédication LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu

Annonces LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu

Prières LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu LM / Fr / Fu

LM=langue maternelle, fr= français, fu=fulfulde

Les indications de “language shift”
- Pensez-vous que les jeunes d’ici parlent une autre langue plus qu’ils ne parlent leur LM?                      Oui/Non

Laquelle ou lesquelles?
- Parlez-vous le fulfulde tous les jours ici au village?                                                                                  Oui/Non
- Qui parle mieux le fulfulde: 

les jeunes / les hommes adultes / les femmes adultes
- Pensez-vous que les jeunes mélangent la LM avec le fulfulde?                                                                Oui/Non

Si oui, est-que c'est une bonne ou mauvaise chose? - pourquoi?

- Lorsqu’un jeune parle le fulfulde à la maison, est-ce que les parents sont contents?                                Oui/Non
Sinon, pourquoi?

- Pensez-vous que les enfants d’aujourd’hui continueront à parler la LM quand ils seront vieux?              O / N
- Est-ce que les jeunes sont fiers de leur langue maternelle?                                                                       Oui/Non

Efforts de standardisation
- Existe-t-il quelque chose d’écrit dans votre langue?  (des chants, des prières, des portions de la Bible ou

d'autres livres?______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

- Sont-ils utilisés actuellement?                                                                                                                   Oui/Non
- Existe-t-il un comité de langue, d’alphabetisation, ou de traduction?                                                       Oui/Non
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- S’il y avait un tel programme dans ce village, accepteriez-vous de participer?                                        Oui/Non
- Accepteriez-vous travailler en collaboration avec d’autres dialectes?                                                      Oui/Non

Attitude positive à l'égard du changement (Watters)
- Y a-t-il un comité de développement?                                                                                                       Oui/Non
- Quelles sont leurs activités principales à l’heure actuelle?

ATTITUDES LINGUISTIQUES
- Quelqu’un qui veux apprendre votre langue, dans quel village/quartier habiterait-il pour avoir le respect de tout
le monde?
- Où parle-t-on le mieux votre langue?
- Quel dialecte de votre langue (après le votre) choisiriez-vous d’écrire et de lire?

- Quelles langues aimeriez-vous apprendre à lire/écrire?

Langues (en ordre de choix) Pourquoi?

1ère

2ème

3ème

4ème

- Est-ce suffisant de parler certaines langues, et ne pas les écrire et lire?
Si oui, lesquelles, et pourquoi?

- Qu’est-ce que vous investiriez dans un projet de devéloppement de langue?
…un seau de légumes?…un panier de  fruits?…un sac de maïs?…de l’argent?…de votre temps?
par mois? Par année?

- Que pensez-vous que les autres désireront investir dans un tel projet?
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Appendix B: School Official/Teacher Questionnaire
Interviewer: ____________________________________ Date: _________________
Nom d'ecole:  ___________________________________ Langue d'etude:_________________
Nom de l’instructeur: _____________________________ Village: ______________________

Informations générales
- Quelle est votre langue maternelle?       - Parlez-vous la LM?      bien / un peu / non

- Jusqu’à quel niveau les cours sont-ils dispensés dans cette école?
Quel est l’effectif de chaque classe?

Classe-- 6ème (collège)
SIL: 5ème
CP2: 4ème
CE1: 3ème
CE2: Seconde
CM1: Première (Lycée)
CM2: Terminale

- Combien de ces élèves parlent la LM?
 la plupart / plus que la moitié / moins de la moitié / peu

- Quel groupe linguistique est le plus representé (nombreux) dans cette ecole?

- Selon vous, est-ce que la plupart des enfants autochtones (de la LM) viennent à l’école?

- Sur un rayon de combien de kilomètres les enfants viennent-ils à l’école?

- Combien d’enfants continuent leur scolarité après avoir terminé l’école ici?  
- Où doivent-ils se rendre?

Utilisation de langue
- Quelle langue utilisez-vous le plus souvent en classe?
- Quelle langue utilisez-vous si les enfants ne vous comprennent pas?
- Est-ce que vous utilisez aussi parfois la LM?

- Quelle(s) langue(s) utilisez-vous le plus souvent pendant la récréation pour parler avec les enfants?

- Quelle langue les enfants se parlent-ils le plus souvent pendant la récréation?

Attitudes
- Après le français, quelle langue choisiriez-vous comme langue d'instruction d'ecole dans ce village?

- Pensez-vous qu’il serait utile pour les enfants de savoir lire et écrire la LM?                                           Oui/Non

- Aimeriez-vous qu’on introduise l’enseignement de la LM à l’école?                                                       Oui/Non

- Seriez-vous interessé à participer dans un program d'enseignement de la LM?                                        Oui/Non

- Quel serait votre apport dans le développent de la langue maternelle?
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Appendix C: Cuvok Practice RTT Text

Date recorded:  February 16, 2001
Location:  Mokong (Mofu-Sud)
Storyteller:  Mother-tongue Cuvok speaker, female, age 20–25

At the time of our trip it was raining. It was rainy season. As we were going, an animal came out of
the bushes.

QUESTION 1: What came out of the bushes?
ANSWER: an animal

There were many people in the vehicle. They were afraid.
QUESTION 2: Who was afraid?
ANSWER: the passengers

The driver braked, and they got out of the vehicle. The driver got out. He looked at the animal that he
had hit with the vehicle.

QUESTION 3: Who got out of the vehicle?
ANSWER: the driver

He looked at it. He found that it was a wild animal.
QUESTION 4: What had he hit with the vehicle?
ANSWER: the animal

The driver said, “Who wants the animal?” One of the passengers said, “I want it.”
QUESTION 5: Who wanted to take the animal?
ANSWER: a passenger

They slit its throat and put it inside the vehicle.
QUESTION 6: What did they do with the animal?
ANSWER: slit its throat, put it in the vehicle

The animal was pregnant. They skinned it and found five little ones inside.
QUESTION 7: How many little animals did they find inside it?
ANSWER: five

The one who needed the meat, he attached it, and we continued our trip.
QUESTION 8: What did they do next?
ANSWER: attached the meat, continued their trip

They arrived. The man took his meat.
QUESTION 9: What did the man take?
ANSWER: the meat, the animal

We got out of the vehicle.  The others said “Thank you.”  We continued on our way.
QUESTION 10: What did the other passengers do?
ANSWER:  continued their trip
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Appendix D: Mofu-Sud RTT Text

Date recorded:  February 15, 2001
Location:  Mokong (Mofu-Sud)
Storyteller:  Mother-tongue Mofu-Sud speaker, male, age 35–40

People, I am going to tell you a story. Enter into the story of a panther that caught one person’s goat.
QUESTION 1: This story talks about which animals?
ANSWER: a goat and a panther, a panther, a goat (1/2 point)

The people came and asked how the panther had entered. He said that when the panther came,
everyone was asleep. It came and opened the door. It came in and found the goat. It caught the goat.

QUESTION 2: What did the panther catch?
ANSWER: a goat

The head of the household was asleep. He did not understand how the panther had entered the house.
And his child was not asleep. She had heard the sound of the panther. The little child cried, her father
went out and asked her, “What is it?”

QUESTION 3: Who heard the noise?
ANSWER: the child

And the child said that something had entered the house. The panther had already caught the goat. The
father heard the noise. He cried out, and the panther left with the goat. It jumped over the wall of the
compound. It fled. The head of the household went outside. He cried out.

QUESTION 4: How did the panther get out?
ANSWER: jumped over the wall, fled (1/2 point)

And the people heard the cries. The people came with torches of fire, and the panther fled with the
goat up to the foot of the mountain.

QUESTION 5: The panther ran to which place?
ANSWER: to the foot of the mountain, to the mountain, on the mountain

It had caught the goat by its neck. It had broken its neck. The blood flowed.
QUESTION 6: How was the goat?
ANSWER: broken neck, blood flowing, injured but still alive, torn up

Everyone arrived. They gathered around the goat that the panther had abandoned. The panther was
afraid when people arrived with lit torches. So it climbed up the mountain.

QUESTION 7: What was the panther afraid of?
ANSWER: the people, the flames, the torches

The blood was flowing. The people found that the neck was already broken. It had caught the goat
with its claws and had broken the neck with its claws.

QUESTION 8: What had the panther done to the goat?
ANSWER: broken the neck, injured it, torn it up, caught it

It was going up the mountain. They found it, and the goat was struggling on the ground. The goat was
kicking its feet.

QUESTION 9: The people found the goat in what state?
ANSWER: struggling, alive, injured
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The people around the goat said that since the panther was going, they would take their goat back.
They carried it, already dead, to the house. They skinned it like that.

QUESTION 10: What did they do with the goat?
ANSWER:  brought it back to the house, skinned it
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Appendix E: Individual RTT Scores

Village:  Tchouvok

Subject
No.

Sex Age MT Mofu Comments

C-1 M   9 100 95
C-2 M 10   60 15 Did not count because the MT score was

below 75%.
C-3 F 15   80 95
C-4 M 15 100 85
C-5 M 22   85 45
C-6 F 25   78 95
C-7 M 25   90 95
C-8 M 37 100 90
C-9 M 50   75 60

C-10 M 50   85 90
Mean = 83%
Internal Standard Deviation = 18%
Overall Standard Deviation = 33%

Village:   Makelek

Subject
No.

Sex Age MT Mofu Comments

M-1 F 7   90 25
M-2 M 7   95   0
M-3 M 8   90   0 Afterwards he said, “I don’t understand

Mofu.”
M-4 F 12   95 25 Said she understood about half.
M-5 F 13   75 15
M-6 F 14 100   5
M-7 F 30   80 65 Said she understood most of the story.
M-8 M 90   90 85

Mean = 28%
Internal Standard Deviation = 31%
Overall Standard Deviation = 43%

MT = Mother Tongue
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Appendix F: Cuvok Word Lists

English Tchouvok Makelek
  1. mouth (mana)ma ma
  2. eye ndej ndej
  3. head ja ja
  4. hair (on head) wet te ja nwtteja
  5. tooth e e
  6. tongue nene nene
  7. nose hta hta
  8. ear maj mj
  9a. neck (front and back) uwj / maorlam uwj
  9b. back of neck dat / darala darala
  9c. throat wj / maorlam maorlam
10. breast wa wa
11. arm/hand ha ha
12a. claw erhe  / otaa erhe
12b. nail (of hand) erhe erhe
13a. leg ek / wrmtz sek / ats
13b. foot hwata / sk k
14. buttock (dafta) dar dafta dar
15. belly hwa hwa
16. navel ptm pm
17. intestines/insides wedts wet
18. blood mbembz mbembz
19. urine kuraj kuraj
20. bone aar aar
21. skin mbal mbal
22. wing prkwaa prkwa
23. feather pepk pepek
24. horn drm drm
25. tail hwadar hwadar
26. human being ndamada nda mada
27. man (male) mawal mawal
28. woman waz waz
29. husband mawal (ta waz) mawal ta waz
30. child wa wa
31. name mezelej meelej
32. sky avaj / znakwt avaj
33. night va va
34. moon kija kija
35. sun pass pass
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English Tchouvok Makelek
36. wind meme mem
37. cloud avtajam avtajam
38. dew memne memne
39. rain jam / maaj jam / maaj
40. ground vavaa / hwijak vavaa / wijak
41. sand manawijak / waraaj wuraaj
42. path tvej tvej
43. water jam jam
44. stream (river) tekrta jam /amta jam tekr
45. house waj waj
46. fire kwakwaw kwakwaw
47. firewood sasam sasam /meluwt
48. smoke tsatsak tsatsak
49. ash meluwets meluwt
50. knife wes w
51. rope uwe uwe
52. spear zek k
53. war (fight) maada kzam
54a. animal naw naw
54b. meat aw aw
55. dog da da
56. elephant bkne bkne
57. goat ak ak
58. bird ijak ijak
59. tortoise mbarlawam mbarlawam
60. snake zezek k
61. fish klef klf
62. (head) louse makaa makaa
63. egg ej eej
64. tree wudz wu
65. bark kakalaf kakalaf
66. leaf mak mak
67. root aalej aalaj
68. salt zenekwe enekwe
69. fat mza mza
70a. hunger (general) maj maj
70b. hunger (for meat) znde nde
71. iron (the metal) raj raj
72. one amta mta
73. two tw tw
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English Tchouvok Makelek
  74. three maakar maakar
  75. four fa fa
  76. five am am
  77. six makwa makwa
  78. seven tasla tasla
  79. eight tsaakar tsaakar
  80. nine ty ty
  81. ten kuraw kuraw
  82. come mddkej dekej
  83. send (someone) mntsinaj merej
  84. walk mdaj medej
  85. fall mtrdaj metej
  86. leave mdaj mdaj
  87. fly mtvej metvej
  88. pour mkwejiaj /mekwijej metshejme kwijej
  89. strike mekdej /mkejtse mekej
  90. bite mhtsw mehetej
  91. wash (transitive) mpenej mepenej
  92. split (wood) mepeekej mepekej
  93. give mevej / mvnj mevej
  94. steal makar makar
  95. squeeze mvsj kvaw mavasvaw
  96. cultivate mhvej mehvej
  97. bury (transitive) mpsaha mepehej
  98. burn (transitive) mendelej mandala /mefekej
  99. eat mandao mandaj
100. drink masao masaj
101. vomit mvnhej mevnehej
102. suck msswo meeej
103. spit (saliva) mts ee mts ee
104. blow (on) mftaw mefkwej
105. swell mhej mehej
106. give birth mhjj mehejej
107. die mmtsj mamtsaj
108. kill mka mekej
109. push mezedej meedej
110. pull mes penej mespenej
111. sing mlwj malawaj
112. play (a game) matsqwma matsqwma
113. be afraid zidaw/mlelej zidaw / melelej
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English Tchouvok Makelek
114. want mewelej /mmekndj mewelej
115. say mwdj mwej
116. see kawala/menjerej mwala
117. show meuzdej meuzdej
118. hear mtsnj matsna
119. know mtsnj matsna / mwala
120. count me fw mefej
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Appendix G: Additional Notes

Information on this page was reported by the people of Tchouvouk village near the Lawan’s (chief’s)
compound on February 17, 2001.

Village Name
Primary
Schools

Teachers Students

Gagala 1 public 6 250
Materguil
Mazanday
Médéré
Tchouvouk 4 300
Makélék 1 private 2 104
Materpats
Gadaka 265
Bilyak
Moudal
Maram
Ngwamezek
Matarao
Kokom
Zemndek

TOTAL 9
(2 public,
1 private,
6 parent-

sponsored)

29 1,515

Five schools in Cuvok have 150 students each.  The school at Gadaka has 265 students, Gagala has
250, and two other schools each have fewer than 100 students.  (Total students = 1515, Pupil/Teacher
ratio is 52/1.)  Cuvok has no secondary schools.

There are three mosques in Cuvok.  About 120 Muslims worship there.  More than half of the
population consider themselves Animists.  Three people have become Jehovah’s Witnesses.

Christian churches in Cuvok:

Protestant
(UEEC?)

Catholic Baptist

10 churches 8 churches 1 church
1 pastor, 10 evangelists 8 catechists 1 evangelist
1500 members 2400 members 200 members

Churches are reportedly acquiring new members.  Churches were planted by missionaries/evangelists.
Others have been planted since they left.  The village of Bilyak has no Christian church.  Attitude
toward Christianity: “Everyone gets along.” (Tolerance)

Sources of cash income: cotton, millet, peanuts, beans.

Products/Crafts: clay pots, baskets for transporting millet.
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Health care facilities: Health Care Center was built three years ago but is not yet recognised.

They have begun dispensing medication, however.

Celebrations: Celebrations for each religion (Animists, Muslims, Christians), national
youth festival, end of the harvest each February (Animist celebration, but
everyone participates).

Radio: Once a week Cuvok music is broadcast locally.

Comments: The Cuvok people say that they are unique because each generation of their
ancestors traveled to a new location where no one else was living before
them.  In this way they enlarge their territory with each generation.  They
were in the area long before any of the neighbouring language groups, and
they do not assimilate to those who arrived later.  They say that they maintain
their Cuvok identity.

Languages: Fulfulde (language of wider communication, spoken by nearly everyone),
Cuvok (mother tongue), Mofu (half of the population understands it), French,
Mafa (few understand it).
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